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Abstract: The accuracy of an adjusted O-D manix depends very much on the reliability of
the input data i.e. link traffrc counts, and the number and locations of traffic counting points
in the road network. The former has been studied widely in small example networks, while
tle latter has gained very limited attention. But in the field, the number and locations of traffic
counting points is one of the most annoying problems, because networks become larger, the
number of traffrc counting points is required more. Therefore, this paper investigates these
issues as an experiment using a nation-wide network in Korea. We have compared and
contrasted the set of link trips assigned by the old and the adjusted O-D matrices with the set
of observed link trips. [t has been analyzed by increasing the number of the traffic counting
points. Finally we can see an optimal set of the number of counting links through statistical
analysis.

Key Words: An Old Origin and Destination Matrix, The number and location of haffrc
gounting points, Gradient metlod, AADT (Annually Average Daily Traffrc), TLFD (Trip
Length Frequency Distribution)

T.INTRODUCTION

An origin and destination (O-D) matrix is crucial for transportation planning process. The
accuracy of the O-D matrix plays key roles to make and evaluate various transportation
policies. However, it is very hard and costly to estimate the o-D matrix. Though high
amounts of resources are required for the O-D survey, yet the accuracy is relatively low. Even
more, the transportation situation and land use have changed very steeply and quickly, and
thus the transportation environments have been unstable. Therefore the transportation
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planning should be frequently rectified accgrdj$ to the newly planned environments in order

io 
""pt 

i" the changed situations in the limited budget and time'

Fortunately, there are methods to adjust an old O-D matrix. Because trafftc counts are readily

available and relatively inexpensive to collect, the estimation method has great econo-mic

"au-t"g" 
and is directiy applicable for tactical and operational transportation planning (Yang

et al., 1992, 151ga; Yani t'e'eS;. O"n"tally, the quality of the estimated O-D matrix is greatly

dependent on the accur-acy of ihe input data (especially, trafflc_cor111and prior matrix) 9!
the number and locations of traffic counting points (Lam and Lo, 1990; Yang et al', l99l)'

However, there has Ueen te.y limited attention that has been devoted to the key problem of

ia""tifyirg a set of links for which flow information should be collected and used' Lam and

f-o (fSSOiproposed some heuristib procedures of identifying the order in which the links

snouta be-sileciea for estimating O-Dmatrices' Based on the maximum possible relative enor

(MPRE), Yang et a. trsgil exinined the reliability of the estimated o-D matrix with regard

to the number and Iocations of counting points in tire network. Yang et al. (1991) proposed a

rreuristic greedy algorithm to determine the desirable number and locations of counting points'

But that algorithm are subject to a critical assumption that path flows associated with a prior

O-D matrix must be fnoivn. This is a restrictive assumption because path enumeration is

,rqrir"a. H. Yang and J. Zhou (1998) proposed a heuristic greedy algorithm. Berman et al'

(f gSS) proposed a n.* uppro""n foi ine-tocation of facilities without requirement of the

irro*i"ag.'of path flows. er mng as the turning probabilities and initial O-D trip distribution

are known in advance, the problJn can be formulated as an average-reward Markov decision

pro""rr. H. yang -a i. 2nor, (1998) reformulated Markov decision process. But above

methods simulated in a small example'net'work. So we addressed the problem of the number

and locations oftraffrc counting points in the Korean road network' and analyzed and selected

the set of the number of traFrc counting points through the analysis of both difference

between surveyed and assigned link volumis and TLFD(Trip Length Frequency Distribution)'

2. EXSTING STUDIES

2.1 MPRE and the location of traflic counting points (Yang et al. 1991)

Since a link traftic volume is the aggregation of trips using selected paths between origin and

destination trips, an old O-D matriican be adjustid anf rer,reyed using link traffic volume'

Models such as Entroiy Maximizing, Maximum Likelihood, Generalized Least Square,, Bi-

Level, and Gradient mliel hare beeideveloped to update and renew an old O-D matrix from

link traffic volume. However, these have been applied on the very limited small road network'

It is obvious that there are various 
"r.orc 

o""*ting in the process of the O-D trip matrix

estimation using link volume. In the side of the scale of road network, the more errors the

larger network,lecause some link traffrc volumes cannot make any contribution to the trip

matrix estimation, or even retain garbage information. To decrease errors and obtain the'

acceptable number and location ofcounting points, Yang et al. (1991) proposed a new concePt

of Upnp (Maximal Possible Relative Errtr), and difined an index of reliability of and

estimated d-D matrix. MPRE represents the maximum possible relative deviation between

the estimated O-D matrix and the true one.

Now, we first review this concept which is adopted from Yang et al (1991). Let G(N,l) is a

road network, where N is the set ofnodes, and A is the set oflinks. Suppose there is a subset
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of links )() c , ) on which traffic flows are observed. Let n,l,i denotes the number of
elements in N, A, and ),respectively. Let W bethe set of O-D pairs and R be the set of routes
in the network. The true and estimated trips benveen O-D pairswe W are denoted by rland
I,, respectively. For each o-D pair w, the proportion of trips using link o. ) isdenoted by
p* (0 < p* <l) and the observed flow on link a by v,. Assume that the proportion p* hu
been determined exogenously and that the link traffic counts are error-free. Thus the true and
estimated O-D trips must satisff the following.

=uoroa)

=uoro a )

Subnacting eq.2 from eq.l, we have eq.3

Zp,*(t'--t,)=uo,a. ) (3)

The proportion pN can be obtained by using from simple all-or-nothing trip assignment to
more complex equivalent trip assignment. If all p*nd v, are given, /, calculated by L
simultaneous equations come to y'y'2 or at least .1y'2-.1y', not considering intrazonal trips
where, L denotes the number of observed traffic, and N is the number of trif matrix cells. Gt
1* = (ti - t *) I t * denote the relative deviation of the estimated trips from the true one for O-
D pairwe I/. Because r; > 0, r, > 0, thus 2, 2 -l,we IV .Fromeq.3, we have

Zp*t,1, =0,ae )

Define eq.5

G(X) =

as a measure of the estimation error of the O-D matrix where m is the number of elements in
W Evidently, the smaller G(1), the higher the accuracy of estimation. So the maximal
possible relative error can be defined as the maximum G(i) subject to constraint eq.4:

MPRE(I)= maxG(,1) subject to \p*t *1, = 0,a e 2
wW

2.2 Location rules (H. Yang and J. Zhou, l99g)

Yang et al. (1998) derived four counting location rules from the rheory of MpRE. Obviously,

(l)

(2)

ZP,*t,

Zp*t',

(4)

(s)

(6)

z^il
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link traffrc counts should contain information as much as possible to increase the cenainty or

reduce the feasible space of the o-D matrices defined by the system of eq'I. This is

equivalent to selecting tafftc counting points so that the resultant MPRE(I) is minimized'

U. Vang and J. Zhou proposed the following four location rules'

Rute I (O-D covering *i"lr tt 
" 

t affic co,n:ting points on a road network should be located so

ttrut u ."ttuin portion-of trips between any O-D pare will be observed'

n f" Z (maximal no* mJtio, rule): foia particular O-D pair, the uaffrc counting points on a

road network should U"lo"ut"a at tie linksso that the flow fraction between this O-D pair out

of flows on these links is as larger as possible'

n f. S (maximal no*-intrr""p:ting rute;: under a certain number of links to be observed' the

chosen links should intercept as many flows as possible'

Rule 4 (link independ"r"" ,ut";, the traffic counting points should be located on the network

so that tLe resrrltant traffrc counts on all chosen links are not linearly dependent'

2.3 Shortcomings to the adjustment O-D matrix from link counts

In the estimation of O-D matrix using observed link traffic volume, there exist some problems

such underspecificatiorl a"p.na"n.i and inco_nsistency, congestion effects, and the number

and location of 
"o*tinL 

pJinn We can briefly state these issues mentioned by Yang et al

(1991) as follows.

1) UndersPecification
If observed link volume is less than assigned volume, underspecification problem occurs'

Mathematically, this p.oUt.. is that the n-u.b., of unknown quantity is more than that of

"q*tio*, 
,o tir" on" ,ot,rtion value doesn't exist. To prevent solution from roller-coaster

condition, the way t" ;t down on an unknown quantity is required' Techniques for

;ffi;; ,rrir proh"., taken fo, the following two examples, can be considered' The one is

that the method to aiminish the number of iossible soiutions on $6 assumption of trip

Gfr*io6 giu", conrisl"rcy through such as the minimization of information, entropy

maximizing, *a ,o on. ft 
" 

other is-that past information can be used to update an old O-D

table. Especially the difference of a present trafiic volume from a past traffrc volume is

acceptable.

2) DependencY and inconsistencY

Dependency problem ir-ifr", ,o.. tlnt traffic counts among observed traffic counts in the

whole road network bear a linear relation with a surrounding link traffic counts' That is to say'

if inflow is equal to outflow, a linearly dependent relationship arises between links' and we

can,t gain anyadditional information from these links. Figure I shows this relationship'

Figure l. Y-shaPed network
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If inflow is equal to outflow, Vc = Va+Vb. Vc is linearly dependent, and both Va and Vb are
independent, so link c hasn't any additional information. In reality, because an observed
traffic counts contain themselves errors, there is an inconsistency problem (e.g., vc =
Va+Vflol which leads to failure to estimate acceptable O-D trips. It is hard to eliminate this
inconsistency problem. But we can use the way of giving error bounds to models. The cause
of inconsistency problem can be divided into two. First, both in and out boundary volume on
a link can't be equivalent in the both side of time and space. Second, an assumed trip
assignment model can't explain clearly observed link volume. For example, it maybe occuri
that an assignment model loads no trips on the link where trips are observed. Under those
conditions any O-D trip, which can describe the link volume through the assignment model
never exist.

3) Congestion elfect
The congestion-effect problem is that the link-choice probability can either reflect the degree
of traffrc congestion on the road network or not. An O-D table can be estimated Uy-ttre
probability of link choice under the conditions subject to surveyed link data. Eithei trip
assignment model or the probability model of link choice can be used to obtain a link-choicl
probability. In the case of the former, the selection of a suitable trip assignment method plays
a key role in estimating O-D table. And trip assignment method can be divided into nvo; tire
one is proportional trip assignment not considering congestion, the other is none proportional
trip assignment considering congestion. Due to not considering congestion, propbrtional trip
assignment irrelative to the estimation process of O-D decides independently the proportion
of link choice. Therefore, proportional trip assignment is effective in-the road network, which
does not comprise congested links, but ineffective in the road network do congested. But in
the case of capacity-restricted equivalent trip assignment, the proportion of tink choice is
continually changed according to the fluctuation of trip demands. More grave
underspecification problem may be occur because the selEcted proportion of links to the
whole network is changed depending on the rise and fall oftrip dernands, and the proportion
of link choice is distorted.

2.4 Gradient method (Spiess, 1990)

To adjirst the O-D matrix using link traffrc counts, we used the gradient method, also called
the-method of steepest descent, proposed by Spiess. It is formulaied as an optimization
problem in order to minimize a difference of surveyed and assigned volumes. The simplest
function of this type is the square sum of the differences, *hich leads to the convex
minimization problem. Since the matrix estimation problem as formulated in the Spiess is
highly underdetermined, it usually admits an infinite number of optimal solutions, i.e.
possible demand matrices which all reflect the observed volumes eqraty well. In the actual
planning process, we expect the resulting matrix to resemble as cloiely as possible the base
matrix, because it contains important structural information on the inter b-D move*ent, taken
for example TLFD. Therefore, just finding one solution to the problem in Spiess in evidently
not enough.
If we would have a solution algorithm that inherently finds a solution close to the starting
point, we could leave the objective function as is. Fortunately, the gradient method has exactl!
this property that we search for. It follows always the direciion oi th" l-g"st yield regardini
minimizing the object function and, thus, it also assures us not to deviaie from the rtu.tin!
solution more than necessary. To implement the gradient method, we also need to providl
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values for the step lengths. Choosing very small values for the step length has the advantage

of following ,or" pr""it"ly the gradient path, but has the disadvantage of requiring more

steps. On ti'e other-hand, when choosing ioo large values for the step length, the objective

function can actrnlly increase and the 
"on "tgeo"i 

of the algorithm would be lost. Thus' the

optimal step length at a given demand t- b. found by solving the one'dimensional

subproblem.

3. STRUCTURE OF NETWORK AND SELECTED LOCATION

The nationwide road network for this study, including from expressway, arterial, to collector

ana toca, comprises 3,055 nodes, 1,051 links, and 237 zones. And a supplementary

cntpost.mac program, operated in a suite of traffrc network analysis programs, EMME/2, was

,r.d to seteci thi optimal number and location of traffrc counting points' Table I shows the

number of selected traffrc counting points according to the level of road.

Table l. The number of selected traffic

types
xpressway

Principal Arterial
Minor Arterial

Collector and local

4,303
1,282
643

3,295

Table 2 shows PCE, Passenger Car Equivalent, required to uniff various vehicles into PCU'

Passenger Car Unit, according to road and vehicle types'

Table 2. PCE according to road and ve!rc!9iyP9l-

SmilI-Tianata-

4. ANALYSN

4.1 Measurc of enalYsis

It is clear that the better O-D trips the better explanations of inner trafftc phenomen4 such as

the fluctuation of the link volume and TLFD (trip lenglh frequency distribution)' Therefore'

we will compare and contrast the set of link tripi assigned by the otd and the adjusted O-D

matrices with the set olobserved link trips depending 6n a stepup increase in the number of

the uaffrc counting points [see table 3]. We havJsome problems about the analysis of

estirnated O-D tables, because it is almoit impossible to know the true o-D table especially

on tn" furg" size road network. Therefore, there exists nothing that can be used for the fixed

p.i"i". Hi"irg said that, TLFD fused in an O-D table is indicative of trip behaviors' So we

Others
10,051
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will make a comparison and draw a parallel between the base TLFD and estimated TLFDs.
The statistical measures of error analysis for stated above are the following.

uar=f Il,(,)-;(,)l (7)

(8)

(e)RMSE=

Where, x(r) denotes observed link traffrc counts (or base TLFD), i(r) denotes assigned link
trafftc counts (or estimated TLFDs), N denotes the number of traffic counting points (or the
number of time slices).

4.2 Analysis of linkvolume

In the analysis of link volume, Link-scattergram and R-square value are used together with
the above tlree measures. The nearer R-square values go to 1.0, the nearer gradients 0.5, the
higher the accuracy of estimation. Figures 2, 3 , 4, and 5 show the link-scattergr:rms according
to the increase in the number of trafiic counting points.

ass lgn

1 40000

120000

100000

80000

60000

40000

20000

0

0 35000 70000 105000 140000

survey

Figure 2. Link-Scattergram (before adjusted)

0 35000 70000 105000 140000
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Figure 3. Link-Scattergram (642)
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Figure 4. Link-Scattergram (1, I 64)
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Figure 5. Link-scattergram (1,458)
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R2 = 08904 ass ign

1 40000

r2@00

100000

80000

60000

40000

20000

0

In figures 6 and 7, the error values converge steeply from 0 to 1060 and smoothly from 1164

to 1458 depending on the number of taffic counting points.

Errot
V alues

140@

12000

10000

8000

60@

4000

2@0

0

Error
V alues

0950

o900

0850

0800

0.750

0700

0650

0600

0550
o 442 852 1060 1268 14s8 0

N. ot Surveyed Links

Figure 6. Error estimation (1) Figure 7. Error estimation (2)

Table 3 shows the estimated error values. And we used the following function to estimate

above four measures.

( MAE. + RMSEi +EC^o *R.r)/N'MAE^, RMSE^^ EC, Ri'

Where, N is the number of the measures

(10)
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Table 3. Link volume to the number of traffrc
Estimated Error

0

242

442

u2
852

954
1060

n64
l26E
1356

t458

7 l3t
5649

5l8l
4761

4350

4392

4155

3995

3930

3E42

3862

lrE26
10249

9329

841E

7189

7002
6456

6173

6079

5987

596t

0.675

0.763

0.784

0.796

0.829

0.E31

0.845

0.850

0.853

0.85s

0.857

0.625

0.735

0.774

0.796
0.854

0.859

0.878

0.890

0.894

0.898

0.901

r.000

0.848

0.196

0.753

0.69t

0.687

0.660

0.645

0.639

0.633

0.632
4659 7697 0.813 0.726

It is tumed out that the common ideq the more the number of taffic counting points the
higher the accuracy of an adjusted O-D table, is not a myth.

4.3 Analysis of TLFD

With regret, we don't know the_tme O-D trips. But adjusted O-D trips can be explained by
!.!O $rip Length Frequency Distribution), because TLFD explains-trip behaviois fused in
the base O-D matix that can be initially estimated on the basq of the expansion techniques
using th-e person-tripsuweyed data. Like the analysis of the comparison of observed and
assigned link volume, TLFD is analyzed according to the increase of the number and
locations of traffic counting points. Figures 8, and 9 sliow rhe TLFD according to the increase
in the number of traffic counting points. In the two Figun The TLFD of adlusted O-D trips
becomes almost similar to that of base O-D trips depending on the number of counting points.

Pct. (%)

300

250

Trip Length(min)

Figure 8. TLFDs a"cordiog to a set ofsurveyed link counts (1)

150

100

50

00

+Base

+242

+442
+d42

+852

+954
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15 30 45 60 7s so 105 120 135 lso 165 '.* ',nf,,i'.1rff,i,,i1"0,

Figure 9. TLFDs according to a set of surveyed link counts (2)

Figure l0 and Table 4 show the estimated error values. Aud we used the following fiuction to

estimate changes of TLDF.

150

100

50

00

r dE, * RMSET +rr.*\,r
'MAE^* RMSE.* EC, '

Where, N is the number of the measures

In Table 4 and Figure 10, when a set of trafrtc counting points is from 1060 to 1268, Enor

""r""r'"i" """"ptiur". 
Especially, Figure 10 says tliat TLFDs of adjusting o-D tables is not

continuatty similar to the base Ttpb according to the increase in a set of trafEc counting

points.

(11)

Table 4. TLFD to the number of traffrc
Estimated Errors

242
442
642

852
954

I,060
1,164

1,268

I,356
I,458

t.379
l.305
0.794
0.641

0.61I
0.697

0.s89
0.630

0.874
0.666

1.951

1.970

L393
1.028

0.930
1.040

0.875

0.942
1.615

1.140

0.908

0.907

0.935

0.953

0.957
0.9s2
0.960

0.957

0.921

0.948

0.996

0.982

0.75 r

0.646
0.621

0.662
0.605

0.628

0.813

0.673

+Base
+1060

+ 1164

+1268

+1356

+.1458

0.819 1.289 0.940 0.738
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Error V alues
2soo

a2 85a 954 1060 1164 1268 1356 1458
N. of Surveyed Links

Filure 10. Error Analysis of TLFD
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5. SUMMARY

In this study, the estimation of O-D matrix has been tested on the nationwide network
with the Gradient algorithm provided in EMME/2, depending on the increase in the
number of traffic counting points. And the inner structure, i.e.-TLFD, in the base o-D
matrix is more or less maintained after the adjustment process has been carried out
using the Gradient method. Obviously, the differenc" of th" link volume assigned by
an adjusted o-D matrix from that assigned by the base o-D matrix decreases
depending on the increase in the number of traffic counting points, but it can occurs
t!1at-r1ip Length Frequency Distribution is changed. Though adjusted o-D matrices
diminished the discrepancy of the surueyed cJunts ana lssigned counts, yet the
underspecificaion problem is occurred. Therefore, ifthe differeice between assigned
link volume with an adjusted O-D matrix and surveyed link volume is acceptablel we
should reconsider to select a set of traffic cor.rnting points, because it is noi desirable
that the base TLFD is seriously distorted. Abovi-statement needs seriously to be
considered, especially when the transportation situation and land use chanle very
steeply and quickly.
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